Laurie Weingart Appointed Interim Provost

Laurie Weingart, a faculty member since 1989 and senior associate dean of education in the Tepper School of Business, has been named Carnegie Mellon's interim provost.
Landmark Achievement in Walking Technology

A new technique, developed by researchers in the College of Engineering, customizes walking assistance for individuals and significantly lessens the amount of energy needed when walking.

Making Good on "Ideas for Good"

Joshua Schapiro and Mike Taylor have designed a solar-powered ventilation system to clear unhealthy cooking smoke from single-room homes in Uganda.
CMU Community on Fast Track to Lifelong Learning

Faculty, staff, alumni and their spouses and partners can now bypass a two-year, 1,000-name waiting list to join the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at CMU.

Staff Spotlight

Jim McNeil has been giving the CMU community a lift for nearly three decades.

Calendar Highlights

Today
Ready to Retire!
July 14
* Information Architecture for Web  
July 15  
CMU Night at PNC Park  
July 17  
Public Meeting on Forbes Avenue Corridor Improvements Project  
July 18  
* Digital Accessibility: CMS and Your Website  
July 20  
Workday Activity Pay Manager Training  
* Fruits of Your Labor: Exploring the Impact of Your Productivity  
Student Privacy and FERPA Workshop  
July 25  
Engage: Motivating Others through Your Influence  
* Professional Development Workshop

Personal Mentions

(L-R) Alex John London, Madeleine Kelly, Brian MacWhinney, Jill Simmons

Alex John London has been appointed the Clara L. West Professor of Ethics and Philosophy.

Madeleine Kelly recently spent two weeks at the University of Manchester in England, where she collaborated with some of the world’s top scientists in materials science.

Brian MacWhinney is being honored for important and lasting contributions to the sciences of mind, brain and behavior.

Jill Simmons will sing the national anthem at PNC Park tomorrow before the Pirates take on the Cardinals.

News Briefs

- Andy Award Nominations Due TODAY
- Financial Times Ranks Tepper School #8 for Entrepreneurship
- Math Olympians Develop "Intellectual Fearlessness" at CMU
- CMU Solidifies Leadership in Artificial Intelligence
- "Mind Field" Explores Potential for Subtle Racism
- Oakland Restaurant Week Returns July 24-29

See something? Say something. Help ensure the safety and well-being of the CMU community by
calling:
University Police: 412-268-2323
Ethics Hotline: 1-877-700-7050

Carnegie Mellon University, 5000 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213